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1. Introduction and Theorem.
The purpose of this paper is to derive asymptotic ormulas with
remainder estimates or the distribution of eigenvalues of elliptic
operators which degenerate on the boundary. The ormula without
remainder estimate was established by I. A. Solome5 [6]. We investigate our problem under assumptions similar to those o [6]. Only
the theorem and an outline of its proo are presented here and the
details will be published elsewhere.
Let t9 be a bounded domain o.R having the restricted cone property ([1]). Let {0} and {Cd be the covering of Or9 and the set of
corresponding cones, respectively, as guaranteed by the restricted cone
property. Let be any unit vector which is a positive multiple of the
vector in the cone C. Then we assume that there is a constant K0
such that
6(x0 + t) >_ K0{6(x0) + t}
for any x0 e O and 0<t<h, where h is the height of C and (x)
=dist (x, 9).
The set of complex,valued functions f e C*(9) having a finite
integral

ullm,,

(x)
]al:m

9

Df 2dx

is denoted by C*(9) and the closure o C*(D) and C;(tg) with respect
to the norm [[, is denoted by W,(D) and I,(D) respectively.
Let V be some closed subspace of W,(9) containing 17,(9) and B

orm of order m
a,(x)DuDv dx + Bl[u, v]

be an integro-differential sesquilinear

B[u, v]-

f
d

satisfying

Re B[u, u] >_ c u [1

for any u e V,

and
for u, v e y
]Bx[u, vii <_ gx{llull,,llvll,_x,-t-llull-l,,llvl[,}
where and Kx are some positive constants. For the coefficients we

shall assume that they are symmetrie (i.e. a,(x)=a(x)), belong to
C=(D) and there is a positive eonstant K such that
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a(x)/3(x)l_K.

for any x e/2. Moreover it is assumed that 2m n and 0 an/2m 1.
Now, as in the previous paper [2], [3], we consider an operator A
such that
for any u, v e V
B[u, v] =(Au, v)
where the bracket on the right denotes the pairing between V* (=the
antidual space of V)and V. We denote {};0 the eigenvalues of the
operator A and put N(t)=
< 1.
Theorem. Under the hypotheses stated above we have
N(t) Cot / + O(t -/)
as tco where
sin (n / 2m)

,

Co

n/2m

y

Co(x)dx

C,() (.r) -’
R

la=ll=m

()/

+1

and r is an arbitrary positive number smaller than (2m-an)/(6m-2an-a).
2. Outline of the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 1. There is a constant K3 such that for any u e W,(9)
and x e 9
u(x) g K6(x)-/ u ,,/ u I] -/:
Using Lemma 1 and the argument of Lemma 3.2 in our previous paper
[2] we get the following Lemma.
Lemma 2. Let S be a bounded operator on V* to V. Then S has
a kernel M in the following sense
for f e L(9)
(Sf) (x)
M(x, y)f(y)dy

[J

M(x, y) is continuous in 9 X 9 and there exists a constant K such that
-/
’/
,
., S /
IM(x, Y)]<Kt(x)-n/3(y)-/]__ -q

for any x, y e 9. Here ]IS]]. denote the norm of S considered
operater on V* to V and similarly for other norms.

as an

For a complex number
positive real axis. We set

to the

let d() be the distance from

a(x)- a(x)
if Ix- Xo 1 (Xo) N
ta(x)
where a(x)-- (X--Xo)/ 3a.(Xo),X is the point of intersection
of the sphere Ix-- x01- (x0)/N and the line segment connecting x0 and
if IX-Xo]g6(Xo)/N

x, and and N are sufficiently large integers.

Next we put

a.(x)-p,,,a(x)
where e--(Xo)/2N and p, is the Friedrichs mollifier. Then we consider the differential operator with coefficients defined in R P(x, Dx)

E.,=,= a(x) D"+.

_
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Lemma :}, If II is sufficiently large and (x)-+/ll-/+,(ll/d())
1 for some small positive number then P-- has an inverse (P--)which maps L(R) into L(R). This operator has a kernel function
K(x, y) such that for some constant K

,

IKi(x, x)-C(x)(-2)-+n/ml<__K(x)-n/+(-:)/121-1+(-’/.
For the proof of Lemma 3 we use the method of M. Nagase [4]
and the formula of the parametrix due to M. Nagase and K. Shinkai
[5].

Lemma 4. There exists a constant

Ka such that

i)

iv)

if d(2)K[2] -/ and ]2K, here K is a suciently large number.
Following the method of our previous paper [2] we consider various
operators and estimate their kernel funetions. We denote by K,(x, y)
the kernel function o the operator (A--)
Lemma 5. For any given number we get the following estimate"

-.

fK,(x, x)dx=
where d() I1 -/+/ and I1 ujcienfly l#rge,
Sketch of the proof. From Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 we get the
inequality

IK(x, x)lK (x)-z I1
On the other hand we get

[

" Id().

(K(x, )-C()(-)-’+")dx

where 9,=(x e 9; (x)p).

We put Z:{(ll/d())ll-’+z)<->. Then we know
Using Lemma 3 and the estimates of the kernel unctions K](x, x) and
K(x, x) we find
I I K,0(I I/d())<-=><-> <- > <- > +.
Combining tke bove lemms nd folloinl Tuberian arlument

of [3] e obtain the Theorem.
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